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My most important piece of advice

From now until September 22, make this your 
new homepage:

https://banting.fellowships-
bourses.gc.ca/en/home-accueil.html
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What does the Banting evaluate?
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My personal dogma
The reviewers must be constantly reminded that YOU are 
an excellent researcher with a high-quality research 
proposal who has great synergy with the proposed 
institution ©Dr. Eno Hysi



The anatomy of a proposal
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Identifying information

Introduction

Hypothesis and Specific 
Aims

Methodologies
Materials and Methods

Significance of proposed 
Research/Conclusion

References
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My Banting proposal anatomy (1/4)
Clinical problem (7-8 sentences)
• I described what the issue is with assessment of 

kidney transplants. 
• This establishes the importance of your work. 
• Keep in mind that the reviewers are non-

specialists so avoid too much technical jargon.

Knowledge gap (3/4 page)
• I described the problems with biopsies and how 

they limit the assessment of kidney quality at 
the time of transplant. 

• I then talk about the importance of accurate 
fibrosis detection in the context of kidney 
donations. 

• Then I end off with emphasis on how there is no 
way of doing this, highlighting a knowledge gap 
that my work will address. 
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My Banting proposal anatomy (2/4)
Solution (1/2 page + 1 figure)
• I describe my technology, its advantages and what it can 

contribute to this problem. 
• I used part (a) of one figure to include a schematic of my 

invention. 
• Try and keep it simple and visually appealing, keeping in mind 

the reviewers likely not experts in your field.

Preliminary data (1/4 page + 1 figure)
• You should try and include here something that is simple to 

understand and demonstrates that what you are proposing has 
value. 

• There is no magical number for how much to include but I 
personally think that it helps a great deal convincing the 
reviewers that you aren't proposing something that won't work.
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My Banting proposal anatomy (3/4)
Hypothesis and specific aims (1.5 pages)
• This must be written in the most clear, concise and 

coherent manner possible. 
• Include as much detail as you need to make sure that the 

reviewers fully understand your research question. 
• The flow also matters - I had three aims that build up 

sequentially. 
• I also included a timeline for each aim to show that what I 

am proposing is doable within two years.

Plan to disseminate findings (3-4 sentences)
• Because my project is clinical with direct patient 

outcomes, I wrote up a short paragraph to describe how 
the invention would be widely disseminated to 
nephrologists caring for patients that need transplants. 

• This is specific to my work and might not apply to 
everyone.

Significance of the contribution (5-6 sentences)
• A short paragraph reminding them why this work matters, 

one last opportunity to sell the work. 8
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My Banting proposal anatomy (4/4)
Rationale for selecting host institution (1/4 page)

• Sing praises to SMH and why it's the ONLY place 
in the world where you can do this work. This 
matters a LOT. 

• You need to convince them why you are 
going/staying there versus somewhere else. 

• This must be a robust reason that will advance 
your career in ways no other institute will and 
will also benefit the institute. 

• The synergy between you, the institute and 
supervisor must come across everywhere. I 
highlighted the same reasons that the supervisor 
touches on in his letter, but from my 
perspective.
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A word about Special Circumstances
• If you trained at UofT/SMH and are choosing to stay here 

again, you must write the Special Circumstances 
attachment.

• Pay very close attention to the following (and other info 
on this) from the Banting website:
– Only in rare circumstances will a Banting Postdoctoral 

Fellowship be awarded to an applicant who is staying at the 
same institution or within the same research environment 
where they completed their PhD, PhD-equivalent or health 
professional degree.

– If an applicant chooses to apply in collaboration with the same 
institution (or its affiliated hospitals, research centres and 
other laboratories) or within the same research environment 
from which they obtained their PhD, PhD-equivalent or health 
professional degree, a solid justification must be provided in 
the Special circumstances attachment.

– Examples of valid justifications are scientific reasons (e.g., 
availability of specialized equipment/infrastructure or 
expertise), family reasons (e.g., family obligations), health 
reasons (e.g., proximity to health care facilities), applicants 
conducting research with Indigenous 
communities, and/or reasons related to community or 
cultural responsibilities. 10
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Supervisor statement
• Probably the most important of the four reference 

letters (4 pages long).
• Helpful if written in consultation with applicant.
• A generic intro is also permissible as long as the 

mandatory sections below are included:
– Supervisor biography

• Clinical/research background/Research interests
• Publications/Funding/Training record

– Appropriateness of the supervisor
• Describe applicant’s research background
• Highlight the fit between applicant’s research expertise and 

supervisor’s research interests 

– Research environment
• Describe SMH research in the area of the proposal
• Focus on what is available to the applicant in the supervisor’s 

lab and SMH as a whole

– Professional development
• Specifics on how the applicant’s research career will benefit 

from joining SMH and the proposed lab

– Institutional synergy 
• Strongly defend why SMH is the ONLY place in the world where 

this applicant and this supervisor can hold a Banting 11
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Arm’s length referee
• The letter carries a lot of weight since this 

person does not benefit from success of the 
application.

• They should be provided at minimum with 
the proposal, applicant’s CV but sending the 
complete application can also help.

• Its not a free-form letter, but rather contains 
three sections (detailed description found on 
the info for referees website section):
– Applicant’s research excellence and 

demonstrated leadership

– Merits of the proposed research

– Suitability of the proposed research environment

• Provide these descriptions to the referee just 
to avoid them not being aware of them.
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Choice of arm’s length referees
• Ideal choice

– A highly accomplished leader in the field who 
professionally knows you to some degree (the more 
knowledge of the candidate’s career, the better).

– You or your proposed/past supervisor must have 
never published or collaborated together.

– International vs. national experts: select the 
international person if you have a choice.

– Has read the proposal carefully and can comment on 
specifics and how this work stands in the field. 

– PhD external examiners are a good place to start as 
well as people one interacts during conferences over 
the years.

• Less ideal choice
– Someone who has never met the applicant (despite 

what is stated on the website, some prior knowledge 
of the applicant is an asset).

– Someone who only comments on the merits of the 
proposal but not the applicant’s ability research 
excellence or proposed environment.
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Other two referees
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• PhD supervisor must be one of these referees
– It will raise huge red flags if that letter isn’t there.

– Specifically ask them to comment on your 
independence as a young scientist and evolution 
from student to PhD.

• Chose a senior scientist (ideally full professor) as 
your third referee
– It would be nice if they are not in the same 

institution you trained in.

– Collaborators from other institutions who can 
comment on your abilities as a scientist and assess 
your proposal are an asset.

• Make sure both highlight the same key elements 
in concert so that reviewers of your application 
become convinced of the fit between you, your 
proposed institution and supervisor.
– Same form used for all 3 referees (except proposed 

supervisor).
©Dr. Eno Hysi
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What is the CCV and why does it exist?
CCV’s mission:
“Launched in 2002, the Canadian Common CV (CCV) is a 
web-based application that provides researchers with a 
single, common approach to gathering CV information 
required by a network of federal, provincial and non-profit 
research funding organizations. The CCV uses a common 
standardized data model to capture information that is used 
for peer-review and reporting activities.”

https://ccv-cvc.ca/indexresearcher-eng.frm

Canadian research community (2682 people)’s views:

Eno’s views:
Ambivalence: better and worse things have happened…16
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What does the 
Banting CCV 

contain?
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Make the most of each entry
• You have every right to 

expand upon entries if 
you think it will clarify 
things for reviewers and 
help your application

• Make such descriptions 
super succinct and not 
too long (1 line max)
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Publication contribution % and role
• This is an addition that assesses how much 

involvement you had in papers you are part 
of and is used to assess your research 
leadership and initiative.

• Note to 1st authors: you did not do 90-100% 
of the work if your paper had n > 2 co-
authors.

• Be concise when writing your roles, not too 
technical, avoid acronyms and be honest.
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Fill out all entries
• Look at the descriptions for each entry carefully: 

you will realize that you have done a lot more 
than you think.

• There are aspects of your application that might 
never be discussed elsewhere other than the 
CCV, so use all entries to showcase yourself.

• Examples of typically ignored entries:

– Courses taught: Expand on each course separately if 
you have TA’ed in the past

– Event administration: Extracurriculars count here

– Mentoring activities: Don’t forget your undergrads

– International collaboration activities: Describe them 
if you are involved even though your supervisor 
likely set them up, they demonstrate research 
engagement and willingness to collaborate
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Examples of typically ignored entries
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• Lay abstract

– Make it truly easy to read, for everyone, it really 
matters

• Proposal bibliography

– Up to 4 pages (I know, shocking!)

• Significance of research contributions

– 3 most important papers

• Significance of leadership contributions

– 3 most significant activities

• Institutional letter of endorsement

– SMH will provide that upon nomination
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